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Useful and Comprehensive Canines Will Be Fed on Forty Miners Entombed in San Jacinto Battlefield in No More Ten Day Schedules Episcopalians Want Arizona
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Automatic Gauge Installation in Looks as if Doctors After Noto- - The Shaft Has Been Sealed to What This Territory Should Do Significant Trip Over Land to Interesting Topics Discussed at
Prevent Spread of
the Una de Gato in Colfax
With Historic
riety Rather Than
Convocation in
Taos, Starts Railroad
Truth.
the Fire.
County.
Glorieta.
Duke City.
Gossip.
Incorporation papers were filed to--,
day by H. W. Austion and Company
of Melrose, Curry county. Capitalization $10,000, divided into 100 shares.
The incorporators and directors are:
Henry W. Austin, 90 shares ; Cora M.
Austin, 9 shares, and Jesse A. Parker,
1 share.

Kansas City, Mo., April 21 Dogs
Houston, Texas,
Birmingham, Ala., April 21. Little
April 21. San
and frogs are expected to play an im- - hope is expressed this morning that Jacinto battlefield, the spot where
portant part in convicting or freeing any of the 35 or 40 miners imprisoned General Sam Houston crushingly deDr. Hyde of the charge of murder. The in. the Mula mine of the Birmingham feated the Mexican General Santa
state announced its intention to dem- - Coal and Iron Company, as a result Anna and achieved independence of
onstrate the action of strychnine or the explosion about a o clock lasc Texas seventy-fou- r
years ago, was
poison on a frog before the eyes of night, will be rescued alive. It is formally accepted as a public park by
the jury. The toxologists employed learned that it will be impossible to the state today. The day was taken
Dissolution of Company.
are maintaining on "poisoning" six gain entrance to the mine through the up with addresses, parades and dediArticles of dissolution were filed to- dogs, for the purpose of studying the shaft because of cages sprung in the catory exercises. Alonzo Steele, the
day by the Pecos Valley Wool Scour- effects of strychnine upon them. Some passage entrance and sealed to pre- - sole survivor of the battle, raised the
ing Mill and Water Power Company of the canines are being given one- - vent, if possible, a spread of the fire, flag of the United States and Texas
of Roswell. The incorj oratiors had fifth of a grain of strychnine four Shortly after midnight, the hospital above the historic spot.
been A. M. Robertson, B. F. Daniel times a day, others receive a smaller cart rushed to the scene equipped
and John P. Hlnkle.
amount. Some dogs will be permitted with gas helmets and other necessary BITTER LOCAL OPTION
Educational Meeting.
CAMPAIGN IN DENVER.
to die from the drug and others will paraphernalia for entering the gaseous
Today and tomorrow Superintend- be killed, the digestive organs to be mine. Hospital ambulances were also
ent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark used by the defense in presenting its sent fro Ensley and Birmingham to Drys Will Put Richard Hobson, Governor Stubbs and Other Notables on
and Professor Pettengill of Michigan, 1 case to the jury.
the scene, about 12 miles northwest
the Stump for Prohibition.
are holding educational meetings at
of Birmingham. The only list of names
oE
at
at
miners
work
Albuquerque.
the
time
the
of
JIM JEFFRIES PUTTING
Denver, April 21. Hard on the
District Court.
UP A BLUFF, explosion- - is held by the foreman of
In the district court for. Santa Fe
the gang at work. Among those en heels of the announcement made
tombed are believed to be about 15 that the "drys" had secured such
cunty, suit was filed today by the
Telegraphing Out News About His white men and 20 to 25
vs.
The
Car
Motor
Speedwell
Company
negroes. The noted figure as Richard Pearson
Prowess Just to Scare His
"Billy" Sunday, "Gypsy" Smith,
New Mexico Central Railroad Comhas been in operation about two
mine
Opponent.
pany and Charles C. Murray, receiver
years and was consideretf'a" model of Governor Stubbs of Kansas, and former Governor Hanley of Indiana, to
to recover on a note for $6,000 given
Ben Lomond, Calif., April 21. Jim its kind.
by the Dominion Construtcion Com- Jeffries in his training bout is show- - The fact that flames shot from the aid in the local option fight which the
of the slyfrt to height of 150 voters of this city will settle at the
pany.
inp-flittip inrVHnntinn to hror He'd mouth
announcement was
to the belief that the explo- - May election,
Suit was also brought by Robert
feet
leads
rough it. Following his three sion
made yesterday that the "wet" camPherson vs. The Milwaukee and New rather
near
of
occurred
the
bottom
the
rounds with Bob
yesterday main shaft
Mexico Mining Company for $350 for Jeffries remarkedArmstrong
cutting off any means of paign will be in charge of Nathan A.
15
(he preferred
Cole of Chicago, who has just finishfor
work and labor on the Sardine lode rounds of fast fighting to
the miners.
two rounds .escape
ed a fight against prohibition in Illimining claim in Rio Arriba county.
Scenes
of sparring. This penchant of the big
Beggared Description.
nois.
Mr. Cole, accompained by C. A.
Installed Automatic Gauge.
Birmingham, April 21. The scenes
fighter for heavy work brings up the
his lieutenant in the Illinois
Windle,
B.
J.
entrance
around
will
to
Stewart
the
in
mine
the
Hydrographer
question whether the training of his
leave this evening for Raton to install opponent is husky enough to fa e
arly morning hours beggared de- fight, and a corps of thirteen trained
arrived here last night and
an automatic gauge on the Uno de fines,
jscription. In addition to the families workers,
tfle entombed men, hundreds from immediately assumed charge of the
Gato, Colfax county, Antonio J.
It will be found, it's easy to see,
having donated $250 for the that Armstrong entertains no such tne surrounding mining districts compaign.
maintenance of the gauge which is the preference for real fighting as Jeffries. swelled the crowds until it was with
BIG COTTON FIRM
property of the Territory.
Armstron's unwillingness to "mix" ls ereat difficulty that the work of rescue
GOES TO WALL.
' surmised,
ben
- :uld bfe ca"!ed. on; NotMn
JefHs
School Director's Guide.
is
for
it
responsible,
heard
men.
The territorial department of educa- ries' decision to pull of yesterday's
Was 100,000 Bales Short on Delivery
ne Perished,
Every
tion is today mailing copies of the bout in the hand ball court and not
for Europe at a Loss of $2.50
'
21.
of
one
Not
Birmingham, April
School Director's Guide. The compil- the indoor ring.
Each.
41
men
itne
imprisoned last night in
Ministers Against the Fighters.
ation of this litle pamphlet by Superthe
tne
of
mine
Mulga
Birmingham
Los Angeles, Cal., April 21. The
intendent J. B. Clark and his assistMabile, Ala., April 21. It developed
and Coal Company is alive. This
ant Rubert F. Asplund has been a use- ministerial boogy men still are on the Iron
word was Drought to the surface this today that there have been rumors of
ful and valuable work indeed. It train of nrize fightine in California.
to the waiting and weeping cotton failures here since the ODen- means that there will be uniformity The Methodist preacners' association morning
families
of the victims.
of the week. The firm of Knight,
and system -- where there were chaos adopted strong resolutions calling for conscious from the
& Company, that announced its
,
deadly
gas
to
andjYancy
effort
allied
force
the
next
legisla-and ignorance in the past. School dishaft
John
failure
the
of
Superintendent
ture
to make figfhting illegal. An espe-- i
yesterday was 100,000 bales
rectors will no longer have the excuse
mlue a ma" namea Bonds and an short on European deliveries, which
warm section reads:
cially
that they didn't know, for this guide
UUKnown wno risnea nis lite for tlhose had been contracted for at a loss
To become a divorce
prac- clearing
tells them succinctly and intelligibly
for the nation like Nevada and alreadJr perished were drawn to the ticaily cf $2.50 a bale. For some time
house
about the law, prescribes the forms, some
n air"
the local market felt that the company
other states is bad enough, but
synopsizes the duties ind is so well for the
was going i&deep considering the gengreat state of California to be '
THREE CANDIDATES
arranged that any school director may made one vast coliseum for fhe
eral condition of the market. There
in a minute find what he is looking bition of
FOR U. S. SENATE. was a big concentration of
these most brutal sports, is
the comfor
a disgrace and a degradation to which
pany's business at this point, shipGovernor Meets Graves at Albuquerque we ought not longer submit."
Chauncey M. Depew Still in the Ring ments coming from Arkansas
and
Governor of Rhode Island DeH. S. Graves, chief forester, succeedother places.
nies
Senatorial
Ambition.
Gifford
Pinchot, as the head of FEARED THAT TUG
ing
Cotton Market Quiet.
the forestry bureau, will arrive in
HAS GONE DOWN.
Liverpool, April 21. Cotton
,
Providence, R. I., April 21.- -"! won't ,B
,:.,
Albuquerque Saturday morning and
will spend the day, according to ad- In Absence of Severe Storms Hope is lift a finger in an effort to be elected middling fair at 833.
vices received by the district office.
ocuaiui iu tsuuceeu senator Aiancn
Expressed That Machinery is
The forestry officials state tShat in
jsaid Arms J. Pothier, governor of ROBBERS MAKE
Merely Deranged.
Rhode Island. "The state has men
all likelihood, Governor Mills will
DASH FOR LIBERTY.
come to Albuquerque at that time
Morgan City, April 21. Fears are of national size who are capable of
and meet the chief forester here. The entertained here for t(he safety of the representing us weir in the Senate,"
But Leavenworth Prison Authorities
local forestry officials state that the tug Delia carrying a crew of 10 men ne said "and I don't see any reason
Rounded Them Up in Short
1
new chief is on an insnection tour and which sailed from Galveston, Texas, wny sftould try to get it
Time.
Cobb Candidate for Senator.
will visit as many of the district offl-- i last Saturday with two barges;, It
Rockland, Maine, April 21. Former
ces in the west as possible. Whether was due to arrive here, on Monday
Leavenworth, Kas., April 21. Train
j or not any changes
in the personnel morning. In snite of the fact that, the Governor "William T. Cobb announced
of the forces here will be made as a vessel is long overdue, the consignees his candidacy for the United States robbers serving a life sentence, escaped today from the federal prison
result of the visit is not known.
here are inclined to believe that some senate to succeed Senator Hale.
near here. Within a short time, two
Stir.W
Denew
Will
the
in,
intlhe
derangement
Examinations for Annapolis.'
machinery
men were recaptured. At 11 a. m. three
New
21.
Senator
York,
April
absence
storms
of
Jacob Safford and Clinton J. Cran-dalserved, to delay the
were surrounded in the brush
others
M.
Chauncey
Depew on his arrival
Jr., having been designated by arrival of the boat and that there may here
within a short distance of the prison
from
set
at
rest
no
a
be
Washington,
for
ground
apprehension.
Delegate to Congress William H. Anrumor that had gained wide circula- and it is believed all will be taken.
drews are taking the examination for
tion to the effect that he intended to
Bob Clark, who was
recaptured, was
midshipmen at Annapolis, it is a seThe senator said that he sent up from Taylor, Texas,
resign.
and John
vere test and lasts several days.
BURNED
would devote his time and all the mon- Gideon, from Moscow, Idaho.
Of the
ey he can spare to the aid in the elec- three others, Thomas
Washington, D. C, April 21. The
attention of postmasters and their astion of a Republican state ticket and up from Allen, Okla Kating was sent
Arthur Hewitt
sistants throughout the country is calllegislature this fall. He added:
from Caddo, Okla., and Frank Gigware
CHINA
"If
to
the
ed
the fact that the postage on a
legislature is Democratic, of was one of
course I will not care about being a Union Pacificthe men who held ur the
letter to New Zealand is five and not
mail near Omaha last
candidate. If it is Republican well,
two cents. A great many people have
iau.
we
shall see after the elections not
the impression that because a letter Lawlessness in Interior of
before.
may be sent to England for 2 cents
Hinean Province Is
"Why should I announce my retire STOCK EXCHANGE
that the same is required for New Zeament
because Senators Aldrich and
REPORTER RATHER SLUGGISH.
land and much trouble is the result
Spreading
Hale have done so? Senator Aldrich
at the other end of the line.
is far from being well and- the same But Losses Were So Well Distributed
is true, I understand of Senator Hale.
That No One Was Badly
MORE
RIOTS
FURTHER CHANGE OF
As for me, I shall be 76 on Saturday,
Hurt.
IN
RULES
HOUSE.
but I never felt better In my life."
New York, April 21. The prices of
Insurgent Fowler- Introduces a Reso- Thus Far Religious Workers GIVEN TEN YEARS FOR
stocks
moved sluggishly at the openHave Escaped Death or
lution Obnoxious to SpeakPOSTOFFICE ROBBERY. ing today with a show for small gain.
er Cannon.
Injury.
The losses mingled and none of them
Men Who Robbed Richmond,
Va., were Important in extent.
Washington, April 21. A 7 further
Postoffice of $85,000 Placed
Pekin, April 21. The lawlessness of
change in the rules of the House was natives which began at Chang Sha,
GLIDDEN TOUR
.
Behind the Bars.
proposed today by Representative the capital of Hunan province, is rePATHFINDER MAKES START.
Fowler of New Jersey, the insurgent, ported to be
and advices reRichmond, Va., April 21. Pleading
who intended to introduce a resolu- ceived here spreading
say that riots- occurred guilty to the robbery of the RichMemphis, April 21. Under the most
tion providing for the '.selection of a at Ning Slang, the site of a Protes- mond postoffice on the
niglht of March favorabCe weather
the
conditions,
committee by the House by election. tant mission, thirty mliles west of 27, when $85,000 were
Edward Glidden tour pathfinder left here
Fowler announced that the resolution Chang Sha. The mission school at C. Fay and Little Dicktaken,
Harris today promptly at 9 o'clock on the journey
provided it be taken up on May 2. Yang, twenty miles north of Ning were sentenced to ten years in the io Helena, it will go thence to
Little
Speaker Cannon ruled that it would Siang, has been burned. The foreign Atlanta penitentiary. A fine of $6,000 Rock with Dallas as its
objective
have to take its regular course.
ers are said to have escaped harm.
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The Santa Fe merchants and also
their customers will be much inter
ested in the joyous tidings brought
here today by Denver & Rio Grande
officials that this old story of nine or
ten days for freight to come from
Denver to Santa Fe is to be no longer true but a swift four to five day
service installed. J. W. Dean, general
superintendent, and F. H. Barnes, superintendent of the road arrived in
their private car Edna and were the
guests of the local agent, W. D. Shea.
Before leaving overland for Taos to
study the country the officials stated
that a radical change is to be made
here in the handling of freight. In
the future the Denver & Rio Grande
has got to brine the freicftt in on
schedule time, Mr. Dean said. That
is, if five days or less is sufficient to
bring the freight from Denver, it is
to be brought here in that time or the
(railroad superintendents will know
tflie reason why. For many weeks merchants here have been much disappointed by the freight delays and ,so
have their customers.
That Trip to Taos.
Much importance is attached to the
trip tJhe officials made to Taos overland when they could have gone by
rail to Tres Piedras, Embudo or soma
other point and thence taken the
stage. The fact that they preferred
to go all the way in a carriase thus
allowing them opportunity to see the
country, is taken to imply that there
may be some foundation to the rumors that the Denver & Rio Grande con.
template building in the near future
a road from Costilla in Taos
county
to Santa Fe. The line has been surveyed from Costilla to Questa about

..

miles. ..,. .
Significant also is the news just received from Roswell and that Receiver Murray and other officials of tlhe
New Mexico Central are down thoro
looking over the project of building a
roaa irom Koswell to Torrance thus
connecting Roswell with Denver by an
all rail route. Roswell with all its
prosperity is sadly in need of rail communication with central New Mpvim
and if these two projects are
put
mrougn it, will mean much for the
wmving city.
23.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
SUSTAINS HEAVY LOSS.
Pumping Station at Port Richmond,
California, Falls a Prey to
Flames.

Point Richmond, Calif.. Anril 21.
The pumping station of the Standard
Oil Company line from the Bakers-fieloil district caught fire today and
heavy losses resulted. After, several
hours
work
firemen
failed to
check the flames.
d

FREIGHT

ASSOCIATION
AGENTS MEET.
Mobile, April 21. Uniform passing
report blanks for reporting interline
way-bill- s
at junction points was the
first subject brought up today by the
American Freight Association Agents
convention here. Boston, Rochester,
Houston, Texas, and St. Louis want
the next convention which will be decided late this afternoon.
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Governor L. Bradford Prince.
Among the matters of general interest acted upon was the subject of the
large number of invalids from the
east who become destitute and need
assistance. This matter was brought
up by the Rev. W. E. Warren of Albuquerque, who was appointed chairman
of a committee on the subject. It was
discussed by a number of lay delegates, several of whom were physicians.
The following memorial, looking to
the severance of Arizona from the jurisdiction of Bishop Kendrick in order
that New Mexico may have the entire
attention of the bishop, was introduc
ed by Hon. L. Bradford Prince and
was unanimously adopted:
The convocation of the missionary
districts of New Mexico respectfully

represents:
1. That at the general convention
in 1S92, the house of bishops consti
tuted the Territory of New Mexico to
be a missionary district, and the Territory of Arizona to ,be a missinary
district, but continued both of said
districts under the Episcopal jurisdiction of the Right Reverend J. Mills

Kendrick, bishop of New Mexico and
Arizona; and that since that time a
portion of Texas, west of the Pecos
river, has been placed under the juris-- :
diction of the same bishop, as part of
the missionary district of New Mexico.
2. That the entire area thus placed
under the one bishop is 267,000 square
miles. The area of the Territory of
New Mexico alone is greater than
that of the six New England states, the
entire state of New York and half of
New Jersey; and by reason of its physical conformation and the arrangement of its system of railroads, is
more difficult to visit than the combined territory of those states.
3. That in the 18 years since 1S92,
the population has largely increased,
and new railroads have opened great
sections of country to immigration; so
that a multitude of small villages have
been established that require pastoral
care and supervision, and especial at
tention from the chief pastor of the

district.
4. That by reason of the above . hd
other facts, the district of New Mexico
new requires the exclusive supervision of a bishop.
Your memorialists, therefore, respectfully petition, that the house of
bishops place the district of Arizona
under the supervision of a separate
bishop, and that- the present bishop of
New Mexico and Arizona be continued
in the excluisve charge of the district of New Mexico.
Major Palen Treasurer.
Major R. J. Palen was
treasurer of the district and Mr.
Prince chancellor. Dr. W. S. Harroun
was elected registrar in place of the
late Arthur Boyle.
For deputies to the
general convention to be held next October
in Cincinnati the Rev. W. E. Warren
and Hon. L. B. Prince were elected, with the Rev. Henry Easter and
;tbo Hon. William J. Mills as alter-- j
rates. Mr. Prince has served continu-louslsince 1877, having been a deputy
several times from the diocese of Long
Is'and before coming to New Mexico.
Bishop Kendrick expects to pass
the months of June and July in Santa Fe.
-

y

j

j

ANTI-FOREIG- N

.The convocation of the Episcopal
church in the district of New Mexico,
which includes El Paso, closed yesterday at Albuquerque after a two days'
session. Bishop Kendrick presided
and Rev. J. S. Moore of Las Vegas
acted as secretary. The Church of the
Holy Faith of Santa Fe was represented by the Rev. F. W. Pratt and Former

Roosevelt Received With Notable Demonstration at Paris

Ex-Preside-

nt

ARRIVED EARLYTHIS MORNING

WILLIAM J. BRYAN WILL
STUMP FOR PROHIBITION.
Will

Cordon of Troops Surrounded
Railway Station and Held

Take Active Part in Making
tire State of Missouri Dry
Territory.

En-

Springfield', Mo., April 21. William
J. Bryan will speak in Missouri in
support for state-wid- e
prohibition. An
Paris, April 21. Theodore Roose- announcement to that effect was made
of the United States, ,here today.
velt,
entered Paris at half past seven this
MERGER OF CUMBERLAND
morning and was received with all the
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH LEGAL
honors of a reigning sovereign travel111.,
Springfield,
April 21. The
ing incognito. A cordon of troops surrounded the railway station and held state supreme court today Iheld valid
the merger of the Cumberland Presback the multitude gathered on the
byterian church with the Presbyterian
church.
platfoim.

Back Crowds.

Old
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Pansy

Four

Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

PURCHASES

CASH

ALL

I

Co.

Winter Grocery
Plaza, Santa

Ft.

Established 1856.

BACKACHE

Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb cure
THE; LURE OF THE SEA.
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
all run
(By Marali Clarke in the Great South troubles. When you feel
down, tired, weak and without energy
west.)
of
use this remarkable combination
In the black night I awake,
a
roots.
As
and
herbs
nature's
reguAnd listening lie;
But 'tis only the wind of the plains lator it has no equal. Mother Gray's
Australian-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists
That is sweeping by.
or sent by mail for 50 cents. Sample
It is only the sad rain sobbing
Its plaint 'gainst the leafless tree, Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
And never the restless throbbing
Of the heavy, unquiet sea.

Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream

YOD CAN CURE THAT

Incorporated 1903.

THE DAILY ROUND UP.

When the blue is clear above
And the winds are bland,
And the golden day lies fair
On the pleasant land;
In the prairie grasses' swaying
X
Is tlhe memory brought to me
Of the sunlight, dancing and playing
On the breast of the peaceful sea.

5E

y.
m

X

April

x

21.

Little

Tommy Tucker.
Vas Certainly a .Suckefv.
0For singjnc; for nice bread ao meat
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Forecast for New Mexico:
Fair in south, showers in north
or Friday.
Krtion tonight
Colder tonight with frost in
north portion, colder south
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Under the snows they lie,
portion.
The brown, parched plains;
d
Hidden their
scars
Telegraph Wires Down The storm
And their
stains.
With my eyes on their glistening north of Santa Fe in Colorado and
farther east in Kansas played havoc
brightness
with the Western Lnion Telegraph
As a vision there comes to me
The gray-sho- t
stretches of whiteness wires today and! consequently also
with the Xew Mexican's Associated
On the
wint'ry sea.
Press report.
Seventy-tw- o
By day, in the hush of night,
Degrees Yesterday
Awake or asleep,
The weather yesterday was probably
I hear, as a dreamer hears,
the warmest this year, for tihe merThe call of the deep.
cury climbed up to 72 degrees and
And no continuing city
rested there at 4 p. m. The minimum
was 42 degrees at 5:30 a. m. The low.
Shall ever be known to me,
Till He of compassion and pity
est temperature during the night was
42 degrees and
Shall bring nie back to the sea.
at 6 o'clock this
morning it was two degrees higher.
Death of Albert A. Jones Albeit A. A vpnr apn Inrlnv th& mnviirmm waa
Jones, aged 25 years, died at Las Ve- 47 and the minimum 29 degrees with
5o per cent of sunshine.
There was
gas this week of consumption.
Death of Consumptive
Mrs. Ruth some rain. A dispatch from Trinidad
it snowing there. A big storm is
Robinson died at St. Anthony's Sani-jsay- s
tarium at Las Vegas of tuberculosis, paging from Kansas City toward La
The remains were sent to her former ,.Tuna, Colo.
home at Lima, Ohio.
Freight Experts Say Business is
Robbed Depot of Six Cents Rob- - Booming That business is on the
bers broke into the Santa Fe depot at boom judging by the freight handled
Las Vegas and carried off a match was the declaration of A. B. Spencer,
vending machine. They broke it open general agent, and A. W. Farrell, traf-and secured six cents.
fic and freight agent of the Rock Island
Water Company Sued for Damages Both officials were in the city this
Lawrence E. Trainer has filed suit morning and when interviewed were
against the Agua Pura Water Company with Dr. John P. Wagner who asked
for $900 damages claiming that his them their
opinion of a good tourist
property could have been saved from hotel. "Wait until we get out of
destruction by fire if the company had Mown," said Mr. Spencer, laughing.
carried enough water pressure in its "Business is exceedingly good, all!
pi:1'e"
along the line," said Mr. Spancer. "I
Marriage Licenses Granted The fol-.i,i,- lowing marriage licenses have been Taft administration or the 'Back from
'
1
1
.
iElba signals that have been swung
cit?ii.,7 umce; Annua uraas, age iio. out Certain it is
that the country is
ana jesus ;via. lrujuio, age ol, both of in a
condition that is gratifying, no
San Geronimo; Maretia Baca, age 30,
matter who takes the credit for it."
n lmtTi
ao-and Tlonariann Riistn
Railroa' Party at Roswell Col. W.
of Rociada; Amelia Martinez, age 17.
and Antonio Martinez, age 25, both of S- - Hopewell of Albuquerque,
Lumbre.
jident of the Xew Mexico Central;
W- St01,e' of Warren, Pa.,
Well Known Banker Goes to
mer
of Pennsylvania, and W.
governor
W. F. Buchanan has sold his
interest in the First Xational bank of jE- Findley, of Xew York, both of
Tucumcari, and left for San Diego. whom are interested financially in the
His son, Melvin, went with him. H. Proposed extension; and, Charles L.
B. Jones, cashier of the First Nation-- T'aiitry. of Xew York, of the construc-a- l
bank of Santa Rosa, has been elect- - tion company of Lantry & Sharpe, who
ed president of the First National jwi11 buM the road if it is built, were
bank to sicceed W. F. Buchanan. He!a11 at Roswell this week with a pro-wimove to Tucumcari.
jposal to extend the road to this citv
Salazar Must Answer Charge of and lt is Sieved their visit has more
Murder Benecio Salazar,
a well significance than they themselves are j
known stone mason of Bernalillo, islwlHlnS t0 admit. The visitors stated
in the county jail at Bernalillo, held jthat the object of the trip was to show
without bond, and charged with the
Stone of Pennsylvania,
murder of Jose Potaneo, a native of and Mr. Findley of Xew York, the re
Old Mexico. It is alleged that Salazar sources of the Roswell country as an
fractured Potaneo's skull with a lead outlet for the Xew Mexico Central
pipe, inflicting such terrible injuries railroad. The only remarks made on
that the man died within a very short their visit by the gentlemen were
time.
that they were highly pleased with
what they had seen and went away
Circus Employe Fearfully Beaten
A man named Smith an emnlove nf satisfied that this country was all
the Campbell Brothers' Consolidated that was claimed for it by the proshows, was fearfully beaten up with moters of the road.
clubs during a
fight at
Clovis and is not expected to live. The
Any lady reader of this paper will
tight took place iust before tho aft. receive, on request, a clever "No- ernoon performance and all efforts to Drip" Coffee Strainer Coupon privi-- j
find out the guilty parties have prov- lege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
en futile, in spite of hard work by the It is silver plated, very pretty, and
sheriff's office and city officials. Half positively prevents all dripping of tea
a dozen men jumped on the victim at or coffee. The Doctor sends it, with
once, armed with tent pegs and what- his new free book on "Health Coffee"
ever other weapons came handy. The simply to introduce this clever subman is being cared for at a local stitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
rooming house.
y
Health Coffee is gaining its great
because of: first its exquisite
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re taste and flavor; second, its absolute
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- healthfulness; third, its economy
1
25c; fourth, its convenience.
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh O.-- e.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
J. Cheney for the last 15 yessw. and be- Try
Frank: Andrews.
surprise.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
able to carry out any obligations made
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
by his firm.
out this coupon and mail to
WALDING, KIXN & MARVIN.
Supervisor of Census
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internOn April 15, 1910, I was living at
ally, acting directly upon the blood address given below, but to the best
and mucous nurfaces of the system. of my knowledge I have not been enuTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents merated there or anywhere else.
Name
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fo
Street and No
City

"j

deep-ploughe-

sun-burne- d

Telephone

No. 40

wave-cappe-

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

Ap

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

1

j

MANUFACTURER

j

JEWELER

j

,

j

I

r.

sd)s

Egc9s

i

ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

A COMPLETE

FRANK
W

PHONE
BLACK

114

Xi 1

V

A1J

ll

GORMLEY
'j

1

lilii

J r

i

-

Cali-Chal'l-

1'J

436

19

i

'

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

F.

Tr

gwnr cc

The Shoes That Wea
Baster Brown Shoes for the Bojs.

COPY:

j

Goods.

S. Spitz

ccpYRtcH t mo4 by

for-forn-

-

OAS ON
ROAD

j

1

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
s
The
Hardware Co.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
We herewith eg to enclose you a credit memo for
Gentlemen:
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., iLaguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you nave made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,
Wrood-Davi-

7;

By SAMUEL L. PARKER,
Mgr. Sales Dept.
A TRUE COPY:

5Qlf:MaL5!

This is but one the many instances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market
We will he more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

ll

MULLIGAN & RBING
I

i

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

I"

v
it'.

HAY

NIGTH

I'HOXK

PICTURE

130

125

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

A)

free-for-a-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

ft

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.

ll

Ah D RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE'

Screened

We have ,t.

i"hone
No. 14.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.
montb:zuma avenue
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
rear a. t. & a. F. Uepot
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

DAD fin
$?0
PU,UUU.UU

piamowdo

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE busiuess.
loan on Santa Fe Real
of interest

at jow rate

Estate
:

h. C- - YONTZ
MEXICAN FILIGREE

Reht 8rviM

JEWELRY

Rlgkt Ooods

:

watches!

MANUFACTURER OP '

nifht PrieM

Eyas Tested and
Fftted by
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

1 946 San Franoiaoo St

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

OLIVE OIL

WJJggSSiS

WHOLESALE

pop-u'arit-

Saltan! Seeis

V

M If it's Hardware

i

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
V

i

SANTA FE. N. M.
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JUDGE MATT. REYNOLDS
ANOTHER BOY HAS RUN
with any degree of thoroughness but
POLICE COMMISSIONER.
AWAY FROM HOME. he is convinced that the remains
Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
found antedate the civilization of the
New Mexico Military Institute
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
Jurist, Well Known and Very Popular Indianapolis Lady Writes Mayor Selifl-i- n Aztecs. The fragments are found in.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Have Learned This Fact.
8 IV-:.Santa Fe, Chosen By Gover- man Asking Him to He,p jn Fjnd.
ja gravel deposit at a depth of from
West Point of the Southwert."
Th
nor Hadley.
'
When a healthy man or woman be
to ten feet and are considerjng 15 Year 0d Son
(seven
Detailed by War Department
Officers
to
run down without apparent
Army
gins
i
water-worThe fact that the
jably
cause, becomes weak, languid, deArmy
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Says the St. Louis Globe Democrat:'
0nlv a few daVg ago Postmaster gravel stratum is covered by several
"A."
pressed, suffers backaches, headache, Matt G. Reynolds, former circuit Burke; received a 'letter
from the as. feet of volcanic matter, especially
dizzy spells and urinary disorders, judge, was appointed a member of
Through Academic course, preparlog young
lk.e of scoriae, attests to the great age of
look to the kidneys for the cause of the board of police commissioners by sistant superintendent of
for college or for business life. Great
men
locate!thP pottery and may possibly lead to
fc ,
it all. Keep the kidneys well and Governor Hadley to fill one of the va- - Phila(ieIphia askin him
of open air work. Healthiest location
amount
met
conclusion
the
the
Atlantas
that
Hon)ce y Qniey
who has been
they will keep you well. Doan's
of any Military School in the Union. Located
simiiar
pompeiito
thato
,he
hmne
in
cure
and
Pills
sick
kidneys
Kidney
B I,,
J
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
srf,
S. Xow an Indiana)- - ,anskeep them well. Here is a Santa Fe Joneg '
"Us lady writes Mayor Seligman ask-- 1
other
Herodotus
spot of the West al aD e'evatloc of J, 700
to
testimonial to prove it.
and
According
.
.
Henry V. Blodgett, election com- - inir ,n a ntphtl. . ttQ
, i.nrt
feet above sea level, suDshtne every day, but
tfV I
.ri,
.ui.n.i.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have used
Ittie rain or snow during session.
IS .viy with a wonderful climate and very ferv,. Wandering Boy Tonight?"
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
tile
a
soil
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduits
and
high
jieople
enjoyed
a
two years and they have done me a who insisted that Blodgett accept
was
of civilization.
state
Little
from stardard
ates
eastern colleges. Ten
is
comthe
following
letter:
to
of
board
the
transfer
Jhe
police
world of good. A dull pain in the
Sir: On April 7, 1910, my son, known of the country outside of this, 1
"Dear
im- heated, light
furnished,
buildings,
to
missioners.
The
thoroughly
tried
,
governor
small of
sometimes extendand its general geographical location
edjand modern In all respects.
me into mv bladder caused me a press upon him the necessity of the Joseph McCreary, Jr., ran away from was indicated
by the statement that
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
but Blodgett demurred. He home. He is 15 years of age, 5 feet
great deal of suffering, particularly change,
it
3 inches in
Pillars of Hercules
the
beyond
lay
was
to
110
the
accompanied
height,
weighs
pounds,
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
capital by
when I took cold. I was bothered
the modern Gibraltar and Ceuta.
W. Kiel, chairman of the St. nas brown hair, large blue eyes and
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
mostly in the winter. In addition to Henry
The
Louis
theory acecpted heretofore is that
round
face.
He
committee.
is
in
Republican
blue
city
were
a
dressed
the pain in my back, there
A FlDlay
symp'
Atlantis was a big island in the At
toms of inflamation of the bladder.
Reynolds' appointment is in con- - serge suit and wore a cap.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
the body of water named after
lantic,
The- kidney secretions were
"I shall deeply appreciate any
highly formity with the declaration that
address.
bewhich
course
in
time
the
of
it,
colored and when passed were attend
Hartley wants a strong law- - fort you make to ascertain if he is in
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
ed with a scalding pain. I never used yer on the board to see to the legal your city. Kindlv srive the matter as came engulfed by the waters of that
toSuperintendent.
ocean
all
visible
of
as
it
a remedy that acted as satisfactory
remaining
side of the trials that are expected, much publicity as
possible, as it is
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved While nothing definite can be deter- - the only way my bov can be restored day being the Canary and Maderia islands. A rather odd feature of this is
to be just the medicine my case re- mined as to what is to be done, it is to me. I am almost
with that the word Atlantis is as
prostrated
cure
and
the
good a
they
known
complete
that
desire
the
of
administhe
quired
member of the language of the Anahu-ans- ,
brought has led me to recommend tration is to clean the department of
"Respectfully,
them on more than one occasion." all persons in it, no matter whether
Mexico's most ancient people, as
"MRS. MARTHA McCREARY."
it is in that of the old Greeks.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 captains, lieutenants, sergeants, or of
Mayor Seligman has not received a
Buffalo. whatsoever
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
rank, that have particiNew York, sole agents for the United pated in election frauds in the past. photo of the missing boy, but if any
One Conductor Who Was Cured
one
a clue as to his whereabouts
States.
The appointment of Reynolds is an ik has
.
.
.
.
i. .
in
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
ue gma t0 neard ot ot"
Remember the name Doan's and indication that Governor Hadley
'
will,
writes about it. "Some time ago
he
take no other.
maintain his attitude of allowing the,
MAY BE ON TRACK OF
I was confined to my bed with chronic
commissioners to proceed with the
ATLANTIS OF ANCIENTS. rheumatism.
TO AND FR07J: SOSWELI..
I used two bottles of
work in their own manner after stat
.TO.
Connection made wltn Automobile
in
Foley's
Kidney
Remedy with good efihis
what
is.
ing
general
policy
San Antonio, Texas, April 21. Has fect, and the third bottle put me on
line at Torrance for Riwell daily,
His appointment came after the
ne AUanUs ot the Ancients been my feet and I resumed work as conAutomobile leaves Torrai.ce for Ros-wel- l had been canvassed in an effort to city
find
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel) some one who would meet the re- - founcl?.. Tnis is the Question Prof.
ductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros-weis very much interested in Railway. It gave me more relief than
'iven
demanded
the
gover- jlianl
by
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
for Torrance at 1 i. m. and ar
havinS examined the gravel pits any medicine I had ever used, and it
r
nor, and the local leaders of both
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The ties. While a
near
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
Atzcapoyzalco in which large de- - will do all you claim in case of rheuRenublican.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance several Democrats,partisan
name lsits f siliconized fragments of pot matism."
the
Remedy
although
Foley's
Kidney
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
la $5.80 and between Torrance and of
Judge Reynolds was suggested only tery, clay dolls, images and statuary cures rheumatism by eliminating the
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autowere
found.
So
in
far
Prof.
the plea to Governor
Niven has nric acid from the blood. Sold by Payable
the United States. Canada. Mexico
Friday joined
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Hadley to appoint the former circuit not been able to go into the matter Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
and all Foreign Countries.
judge.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
The new police commissioner is a
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
any case of kidney and bladder troub- native Missourian, having been born .FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES REPRE- le not beond the reach ot medicine. at Bowling Gieen, Pike county, NoSENTED BY O. C. WATSON & CO., AS OF DATE OF DEC. 31, 1909.
No medicine can do more. Sold by vember 19, 1854. He entered the nas
Stripling-BurromCo.
val academy at Annapolis in 1870,
Fireman's Fund Ins., Co., San Francisco, Cal.
was graduated and served in the navy
Gross
Assets
until 1877.
The year followins he
$7,431,401.75
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
was admitted to the bar.
unearned premium reserve and other liabilities
3 916 544 81
As a graduate of Annapolis
'5 5l4 8r'.f!l1
the Cash capital and surplus
young officer was commissioned
by
MASONIC.
President Grant. In 1876 he was apAachen Munich Fire Ins. Co.,
Germany.
pointed ensign, the commission dating
Montezuma Lodge No from
S. Branch)
1875. He enjoys the distinction
M.
&
A.
.
Assets
Reg of
1, A. F.
$2,242,315.35
communications at having been commissioned ensign Liabilities
ular
1,155,259.10
IS, the youngest age of any pereacl
of
first Monday
son of that rank in the United
month a Masonic ha) States.
British America Assurance Company, Toronto, Canada.
at 7.30 v m.
From the time of his admission to
(IT, S. Branch).
H. H. DORMAN,
the bar Judge Reynolds practiced in Assets .
in
in
$1,504,197.62
Acting Master. Louisiana until 1883, when
he was Liabilities
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary:
909,991.20
associated with Judge W. H Biggs, Surplus .
054,206.42
afterward
of the St. Louis court
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, of appeals, judge
in
whose
offices
suite
of
R. A. M.
RIGHT.
Regular con- Theodore R. Bland, the commissioner
Ins. Co. of N. A., Philadelphia, Pa.
vocation second Monday of whom Reynolds
succeeded, has room. afh,
lAt?1
,
$ 3,000,000.00
each month at Masonic
Reynolds made several attempts to l0t&l
m.
aSfts .
13,385,501.56
Hall at 7:30 p.
enter politics, but Pike county was
Don Caspar Avenue
losses and all other liabilities except
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. a hard
for
a
proposition
Republican.
cal)ital
7 796 094 92
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
But in spite of that he was elected
Surplus to policy holders
5,589,406.64
to the legislature from that county in
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1880, the first Republican to serve
JBfiL
1, K. T. Regular conclave from there since 1866. In 1884 he
Fire Association of Philadelphia, Pa.
was a delegate to the Republican nafS,et,S..
&
$8,529,744.33
month at Masonic Hall at tional convention and
always has Liabilities, including capital stock
6 209 327 20
7:30 p. m.
been an open and avowed Republican.
2,'32o!417!l3
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
President Harrison appointed Rey- Suri)lus,
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
nolds in 1891 to the position of UnitNorth British & Merc. Ins. Co., London and
ed States attorney for the court of
Edinburgh.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 private land claims. This was a
(IT. S. Brunch)
spe14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted cial court for the determination of Assets .
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
$8,242,611.35
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets claims to titles held under
Liabilities
'
from
grants
4,665,001.76
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
LDIES AND GENTS CLOTHES
on the third Monday of each month the Cpanish and Mexican
governat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in ments in the western and southwestOLD HATS MADE NEW.
TIES, PARASOLS ETC
Aetna Ins. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. ern states, and which had
to
passed
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
PRICES REASONABLE
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- the United .States from Mexico. He Assets . .
.$18,062,110.33
dially invited to attend.
held this position for 13 years under Liabilities
.
7,999,405.99
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
appointment of the President during
Venerable Master. the terms of
-Harrison, Cleveland
iverpool and London and Globe Insurance Co., Liverpool, Eng.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
and Roosevelt.
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
(U. S. Branch)
Secretary.
Judge Reynolds returned to St. Assets
$13,885,802.88
Louis which he always has claimed to Liabilities
B. P. O. E.
8,405, 654.47
be his home, in 1904, and was elected
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., to the circuit bench in that
year. He
holds its regular session on the sec resigned a year ago to return
National Fire Ins. Co. of Hartford Conn.
to the
eacn
ond and fourth Wednesday of
practice of law and was succeeded by Gross assets
month. Visiting brothers are invited Judge Wm. R. Homer.
$9,328,707.25
Judge Rey- Gross liabilities
LACES & EMBROIPERIES
A. J. FISCHER,
5,488,413.24
nolds lives at 5667 Von Versen
apd welcome.
Capital and surplus
3 340 294.01
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
WHY SO WEAK?
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Wells Fargo & Company
Express

n

.

General Express Forwarders

All

ts

ll

Parts of the World.

par-afte-

Tnroaaout

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need of Anything
the
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSO

PARISIAN CLEANING

f

DYE WORKS

Mc-Kinl-

SALE

SALE

Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.

A SPIRITED

AND WELL MATCHED

team, is what we send out from this
LIVERY.
We send a driver, too, If desired.
What more invigorating than a lively
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
bright day.
It being Spring makes the occasion
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.

WILLIAMS
810 San

i

RISING

Francisco St. 'Phone

BOMB THROWING

TESTS

FROM CURTISS AEROPLANE.
San Antonio, Texas, April 21. In
order to get data on the efficiency of
the aeroplane as a medium of aggression in warfare. Lieutenant Benjamin
D. Foulois of the United States
signal
corps and in charge of a government
Wright machine at Fort Sam Houston
will accompany Glen H. Curtiss on
several trips during the aviation meet
held here this week and throw bombs
from various altitudes. So far very
little is known as to the qualities of
the aeroplane in this respect and for
this reason results are looked for with
a great deal of interest. The objects
taking the place of bombs will be
thrown from the machine at various
speeds and from altitudes not less than
800 feet and will be aimed at small
squares laid out on the aviation field.
Serious doubts exist in the minds of
army men whether accuracy in bomb
throwing from a swiftly moving aero
plane would be possible by merely
throwing the missile by hand. Mr.
Curtiss being greatly interested in
this himself has decided to offer Ms
personal services in the experiments.
The tests will be conducted on Curtiss' machines.

There Is no cough medicine so
r
as Foley's Honey and Tar. It
never fails to cure coughs, colds,
croup and bronchitis. Sold by
pup-ula-

Stripling--

139 Red.

Burrows

Co.

Ae

Hartford Fire Ins. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Assets
Liabilities

$23,035,700.00
14,321,: 953.00

Northern Assurance Co., Londong, Eng.
(U, H. Branch)

Assets .
Liabilities

.

Assets
Liabilities

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

& National Ins. Co. of Edinburgh.
(U. S. Branch)
$4,848,132.00
2,165,937.00

iueen Ins..
Assets .
Liabilities

PLEASE CA.LL AND EXAMINE THEM

.$4,933,170.00
. 3,255,979.00

Scottish Union

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

Co. of America, New York, N. Y.

.

$8,622,543.09
. 4,328,168.86

Norwich Union Fire Ins. Soc, Ltd. of England.
(IT, S. Branch)

Gross assets
Gross liabilities
Capital and surplus

$2.S94.3?.n 1 7
1,824,462.29
769,867.88

"STATEMENT OF THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
NEW YORK, N. Y.; TO DECEMBER 31st, 1909."
Assets
.$500,122,367.61
Liabilities . .
560,122,367.61

O, C. WATSON, Manager,
425-43- 1

Central Block,
Pueblo, Colo,

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M BERGERE,
Santa Fa. N.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

M.

Good results always follow the use
of Foley's Kidney Pills. They give
prompt relief In all cases of kidney

and bladder disorders, are
strengthening and
them. Sold by Stripling-Burrowanti-septi-

s

The New Atexica.i Printing Com
pany has on hand a large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for jscbool
healing, work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Try and merchants; good everywhere. We
Co will sell them at 5 cents tn book form.
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Herewith are some Dargalns offered
comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Kexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico. 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, J1.25
two or more books, $1 each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Now.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Coarctation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining La,vs, 50c. Money'
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
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Agricultural Experiment Station at
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The Spanish edition ot the 1909
hearty appreciation
what it is trying to accomplish in Laws of New Mexico are now ready
their behalf. Its publications of every for delivery.
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Cashier.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
-- ,

u

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all. kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells 'bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic Yransfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per ceat per annum, on six months' or years .time. Liberal

advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
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PALACE HOTEL
m

g?-W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROFV

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

a

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

rietor
Commodious Sample Kooci

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS

CAJIE

IN CONNECTION

a Good One.

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clock yon can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our increasing patronage is the
wait.
best
that we

Serving

merit yours

proof

.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

& Co.

t,

issistatt

FR1IK BcKIKE,

OF SANTA FE.

S5.00

11

BEJMasUer. j, -

er

Best Laundry Work

I 111

B.

The F irs IM ational

IMPERIAL

.H.otrf ,;rva

i.

,

Vice-Preside-

$.1.00

A DAY AND UP

ALT, MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
UEROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
ta,Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
"
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,
,.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -
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HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA-F- E
Don't

Fail
to

Call

and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
"
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqoes
All Kinds of Drawn Work ;
'
leather Pillows Tops-- ;

Many

.
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tha ;
.

attract
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-
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-

H.S.KAUNE
PHONE 26

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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THE FARMER SOWS WHAT

PERSONAL MENTION

HE EXPECTS TO REAR IF YOU
WISH A COMFORTABLE OLD
fN AGE,PLANT
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THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what ycu want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
lasting peints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNSHINE" inside finishes,

-

lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.

TRUST

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils," alabastine, muresco, stencil,

turpentine and wall paper.

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

119 San Francisco

IDE

St.

ISSSU;

Wone. Red 80. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in Furnitnrr

mmf

FOR THE HOUSE

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rags

All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the b&bies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
GREAT!!
Tney.are
Look over our stock aud see if there isn't
''
something to interest you.

I

go-car-ts

TELLS OF FINAL DAY
OF RECKONING.

Father Vogt Graphically Describes
Separation of Bad From the Good
on Judgment Day.

pi

f HI
WE POINT PROUDLY

are made to perfection from our

Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular aDd
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

I

Leras

'
&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BORROW-

S

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico..

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

S?JAS

FISCHER DRUB COMPANY

PAY.

and

As?SA

1 25! teT fflfo&uiilS

mrschbaum Jotnes,

-

,41
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But now He comes as an avenging
judge, the judge of the living and the
dead."
Separation Takes Place.
The missionary pictured to his audience the separation of the bad from
the good. "It will be as removing
chaff from the wheat as the shepard
separates the goats from the sheep. A
mother shall be separated from her
daughter, a husband from his wife,
parents from their children. Had you
been as mire and chaste as your
daughter; had you been faithful to
your husband, you would not now undergo this separation, forever and for-

The final day on which the good
people will receive their reward and
the bad their punishment was eranhi- cally pictured to a large congrega
tion at the Cathedral last night by
the Rev. Father Vogt, the Redemntor- ist pupilt orator conducting the Eng
lish retrat here.
It was noticed that manv
h
olics were present during the sermon
and were attentive listeners.
Describing the destruction of the
world that will precede
Judgment
Day the missionary said: "When the
apostles asked our Lord to tell them
these things would come to pass, and
when would be the day of His coming,
our Lord answered: 'As in the davs
of Xoah when the prophet warned the
people of the deluge, the people did
not listen, but went on eating and.
dringinif'and making merry, and they
were buried beneath the waters of
the flood, so neither will men give
heeed to the signs that precede the

In concluding his sermon the missionary described the ascension of the
just souls into heaven and the descent of the damned into hell. "The
gates of heaven," he said, "are finally
closed and the entrance to hell is
barred. Let me ask you, dear brethren, by which gates shall you enter
on Judgment Day?"
Father Vogt will preach tonight on
;

.

J

"Hell."

GREAT COMPETITION FOR
CONFEDERATE REUNION.

Little Rock, Macon and Chattanooga

TAILORED-FOR- M
READY-TO-WE-

New Orleans, April 21 With the
approach of the annual reunion of the
Confederate veterans at Mobile, mem
bers of the veterans organizations in
Louisiana and Mississippi received
scores of letters enlisting support for
certain cities for the next annual
gathering. According to expressions
in the camps in this section, the
lies between Little Rock, Ark.,
Macon, Ga., and Chattanooga, Tenn.
n

An Honert

tp

ARE ALL WooL-HAN- D
FITTING". THE bEST
CLOTHED To BE HAD AT
$1 2,50 TO $20.00.
CLoTHE--

KIR-SCH&AU-

Appear to Be in Lead in Rivalry
for Encampment,

AR

ANY PRICE.

YoU CAN PAY MORE IF YOU WANT To.
THAT'S YOUR bU.SINE.S.S.

W. N. iTOWNSEND & CO.
OUR MOTTO; "LIVE' AND LET LIVE."

Doctor

r
Judgment Day-.-remarked to his
who had been
Father Vogt 'then dwelt on the re- cured by Lydia patient
E. Pinkham's Vegesurrection of the dead and the reunit- table Compound after his efforts had
ing of souls with bodies. He pictured failed, "Mrs. Weber, I do not believe
the appearance of the cross of Christ in patent medicines, but I will say
and the coming of the great judge in that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable
all His power and strength. "Once He Compound is the best medicine ever
came on earth as a helpless babe" he discovered for women. Continue to
continued, "in Judea He was the eood use it." This is another link in the
shepard, seeking the Lost Sheep. He long chain of evidence to prove the
allowed Himself to be mocked and Teliability of this standard medicine
scourged and cruelly nailed to a cross. for women.

We

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CHOICE APPLES

NOW.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under t he trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

24 Hour Electric Service

mmur
.i

;;-

non-Cat-

to the fact that we handle only a line
offdrugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that, our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.

Charles W. Dudrow
;

I

5TO-NIGH- T

ever."

Ornamental Doors.

111

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.

'Palace.

Special Agent Elmer Marsh of the
census bureau is home from San Felipe where he straightened out the Pueblos who were opposed to giving information to the census enumerator.
"A. F. Spiegelberg, the former well
known Santa Fe curio dealer, who has
been undergoing treatment for stomach trouble, returned .;;this afternoon
from Xew York, where he went recently accompanied by Dr. H. M.
Smith, to consult specialists. He will
become a .patient at St. Anthony's
sanitarium." Las Vegas Optic.
Miss Luck Coleman and Fred C.
Balling, a baker employed by the Pioneer, were married this morning at
eight o'clock at the Immaculate Con- jceimou cnurcn at Albuquerque. Fath-je- r
A. Mandalari,
Miss
officiating.
Coleman was until recently employed
'by a local firm in a confidential ca
pacity. Both have many friends in
the city.

SEE OUR WINDOWS.

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

SURETY BONDS.

Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines,
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

A. B. Spencer, of Aniarillo, is here
on railroad matters.
Mrs. J. M. James, of Moriarty, is a
sightseer in the city.
ft. Barnett, a piano salesman from
Denver, is in the city.
Lee Reinhardt, a St. Louis traveling
man, is at the Palace.
Walter A. Piers, a salesman from
Denver, is at the Palace.
F. S. Blackman, a Chicago rela estate dealer, is at the Claire.
a
P. R. Beeman, a contractor of Albuquerque, is at the Palace hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Xazario Lopez, of Las
Vegas, are visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Bishop will
be home from southern California on
April 23.
Former
Governor
L.
Bradford
Prince returned from Albuquerque at
noon today.
X. A. Hardeman, the St. Louis hard
ware salesman, is calling on the
trade here.
Claude Moorman, a. government
sheep
inspector of Albuquerque; is at
tin 1623,'Ja copy of Shaiespeake sold for $a.' vlnUlS8o' OliW Wendell the Claire hotel.
book1
Sut'had ?5 been put out at
Horned w"ab offered thfs sanie:r(
Miss Lou Hughes;1 of. litriuefciue;
would have, amounted in 18S6 is
compound Interest (4 per cent) in
visiting friends in Santa Fe where
to $160,000.
she formerly lived.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
W. F. Moore, representing the OliWe pay liberal interest consisten t with safety.
ver Typewriter Company of Chicago,
Claire hotel.
CO. is C.at F.theMcKay,
&
one of the Xew Mexican's Linotype operators, is laid up
with an attack of illness.
B. Garcia, Xestor J. Olivain and Fe&.
lipe Casaos, all of Ortiz, Colo., are registered at the Hotel Coronado.
(Established 1882)
Homer B. Mason, the leading man
in "A Stubborn Cinderella" Company,
was registered at Gregg's hotel.
J. S. Harris, of St. Paul and who is
spending some time at Sunmount Sanatorium, visited friends here yesterday.
P. A. Coates, of Chicago; S. Harris,
of Kansas City, and C. P. Chester, of
El Paso, are nil trnvolincr mo nf
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;

MONEY
THE

P

il.

A few choice cockerels for sale

r"

ST1

On and AFfier RAaf eh 1st.
those dastk places SSSSTcSikXSr
Santa Fe Water
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well ae- BUSINESS PROPOSITION.
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Cinderella"
Stubborn
one-half
From
to
a milwas
Elks'
the
last
at
lion
presented
night
is
dollars
expended annually by
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
our city to run the liquor traffic. One- - theatre before probably the largest
Baby's coming will be a time of rejoicing, and not of apthird of this little sum goes east to audience that the theatre has seated
prehension and fear, if Mother's Friend is used by the
the manufacturers, one-thir- d
of it at any a free show. With Caro-goe- s
mother in preparation of the event. This is not a
to the railroads for transporta- - hn Lilja and Homer B. Mason as the
to be taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to the
the company had "class"
tion of the fluids and one-thir-d
to the
In illti-- t March 1st 1910
CKt'iui Dow j
body, to assist nature in the necessary physical changes of the system. Moth- proprietors of the saloons. At pres- - which could be seen at a glance. It is
ilit'ad Xrp)
er's Friend is composed of oils and medicines which prepare the muscles and ent we need not dwell upon the results but the truth to say that Cinderella
1
22
20
19
STATU iN a
Miles
'21
tendons
for the unusual strain, render the ligaments supple and elastic, aids in of homes impoverished, manhood de- - and all those around her came up to
iToo
rr.
7 so
0
Lv. Des Moine-;- , N. M...Ar
of the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes bauched, and crimes committed which expectations, and it was a delighted
the
15
expanding
f
4
IB
f 8 20
Capulin
f 4 05
20
Vigil
lessens the pain and danger at the crisis, and assures future the taxpayers have to put up money to audience from curtain to curtain,
tissues.
and
It
2."
f 3 45
If 8 60
Thompson
31
f 3 25
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our pay for, but let us look fcrsome of
if 9 10
There were many elements that con- Cunningham
2 55
9 35
42
at. Clifton House N.M..I.V
valuable information for expectant Mothers.
free
book,
containing
we
can
to make the production a splen-mone- y
that
this
trived
ways
spend
CO
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u
jthe
2 30
3 55
I.v
Ar 12
Knton, N. M
9 40
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2 50
Ar Olifton House, N M..I.V 11J37
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
and reap greater results than did one. The scenery in every act was
4 12
42
iwe are getting at present. If, we be- - attractive and better still, well suited
;Lv.. Clifton House X' M.Ar 11 37
11 20
48
4 30
I'V 11 00
4 50
gin to look for our needs we find that to the piece. The costumes were not
55
5 10
Lv v.i,i..,r,.H,.
Ar 1040
tion known to geologists as the Nio we do not have a gymnasium in the only gorgeous but they were appro- 10 fl
voehlrr.
500
brara, which outcrops in a narrow cj(y where our boys can meet and priate and while all the girls who
;T5 50
B8
iw 10
Uolfnx
belt along the eastern face of the havp an hour's clean nrnfitahlp rperp- - worp them were not "howlinsr hean- 9 42
76
6 08
t'errososo
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82
6 35
Ar
I.v
m
.Cimarron
Rocky mountains in Boulder and Lara- - ation we do, not have a single coffiee ties" by a good deal, they were well
Palace.
8 55
82
00
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
lllle
counties.
or cnnn hrmso whpro tho vonHorc nf drillpfl and nlnvpn" their narr.s with
f7 08
86
U 47
Sash
P. R. Beeman, J. M. Vickery, Miss
9
17 18
88
f8 37
Nevada.
Harlan
wood or those coming to town for sup- - enthusiasm,
Lou Hughes, Albuquerque; A. B. Spen7 35
8 20
94
Ar
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
The revival of interest. in Nevada njes can rest an hour and hp rpfrpsh-- 1
v,
noon.
,o:
;nm'n
A.
ti,
cer, Amarillo; L. Barnett, Walter
no"
will
nourish
that
were
St.
S.
J.
Paul;
Harris,
Oonneets-witK. P. & S. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. av 6:15 p. m. Piers, Denver;
d
We DOt haVe
Connects with E. P. &S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
to excuse their vocal
P. A. Coates, Chicago; S. Harris, Kan
o the
o oUiefdistricS
velo
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
men
Can
meet'
Lee
ss
WndersEl
C.
P.
Paso;
yUng
sas
Chester,
0U?
City;
C. & S. Passenuer trains arrive anil depart from DeMolnes as follow:
two of which are discussed in the bul- pMfe whe,re
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH HOUND:
exchange views and enjoy and Tessie McAdams, as Sallie, a colReinhardt, St. Louis; Joseph Wert-hei- letin. The town of Hornsilver, which
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
.
Anto-nitosome
clean
Sames- Carru'th,
A.
C.
11.11
m.
2.
49
No,
St. Louis;
No. 7.6 p. in.
p,
lege girl, approaching
lies in Esmeralda county, 29 miles
Track connection with A. T. &. S, F. By. at Raton and Preston with O, S. Ry. at
We
have manual training in hood" possessed sweet soprano voices
not
do
as
is
described
of
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Claire.
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
a promising camp, thougUi when it was the schools though it would more than and their warbling was delightful,
and Red Lakes, N. M.
CinderStubborn
"A
of
Members
M.
only one mine had been de- - double the efficiency of the schools though scarcely soul stirring. There
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N.
Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Raldy Black Lakes,Taos
ella" Company; Claude Moorman, Al- veloped far enough to ship ore. One and treble the powers of the pupils, were many musical numbers and they
and Twining.
River City, Talpa,
"Skeet-worke- d
buquerque; N. A. Hardeman, J. T. Wil- or two neighboring mines that were We have no classes for languages, "were choice. Frank Carter as
Daily. fFla, tDaily except Sunday
M.
in
"I'm
J.
James,
liams, St. Louis; Mrs.
forty years ago but were typewriting, stenography, mechanics, er," made a hit in the song
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
a
.1. H. Saul, Rochester; W. abandoned on account of transporta- - art, literature, science where the one Love With all the Girls I Know,"
Moriarty;
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
W. T. Woods, Trin- tion difficulties have now been re- - talent given to all our young people typical dilemma of the young college
F.
Moore,
Chicago;
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
another may be developed and multiplied Into man. He was a clever dancer, too.
idad; T. Lujan, Taos; Mr. and 'Mrs. opened. Round mountain,
Nazario Lopez, Las Vegas; Camillo de camp described, lies 45 miles north ten talents. Classes started in. any or Mr. Mason was decidedly amusing in
Lallo, Armelio Zaline, Los Cerrillos; of Tonopah. Only one mine was ex- all of these lines will develop into the song, "What's the Use." In fact Mr.
in
amined
was
found
Dick
whenever
detail, and this
schools in a very few years and the Mason was the mirth-makChicago;
P. S. Blackmail,
to
ore
oxidized
$10
averaging
carry
Thomas
Angleton,
Smith,
neea of them ls great and when once he came out before the lights. He took
Erskine,
to $15 to the ton. The dirt at the started will be found to be indispensa- - well the part of the University man
Texas.
foot of the south slope of Round b,e
'who makes a hit with boys and girls
Gregg's.
and he always had his nerve right
Members of "A Stubborn Cinder- mountain was being washed by hy11 we exceP- - lne
Jeweiry stores anu
wlth him even ln tne Presence of two
ella" Company; C. S. Hubbard, F. D. draulic power with good resu ts.
not
we
do
the
Mexican
New
bindery
A large number of promising cop- PhilaS.
R.
Durrel,
Denver;
McCune,
mines have been opened at Yer- - have a manufacturing plant in the policemen.
delnhia: J. C. St. John, Colorado per
r a paved nor a parked street, j The comedy was well written and
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
ington, in Lyon county, Nevada. They cit'.
fetching,
Springs; Joseph Buckman, Chicago.
But
airing our poverty to of no ipur- - parts of it are decidedly
all lie in the Singatse ridge, close to
Coronado..
Douglas, and all Points in New
ameli- - One of the most amusing scenes was
to
are
unless
taken
steps
the
and
are
a
out
in
town,
strung
Members of "A Stubborn Cinder chain two
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
miles long. Most of them orate it. The above is only a partial tnai in wnica iuiy
B. Garcia, Felipe
ella"
Company;
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
have shinned some nxidized ronnpr inventory of the things we do not tish eari s aaugniei, tens Mac" that
Ca aos, Nestor; J. X. Olivan, Mrs. nrp lint onpmtinno aro nn-a- nnnfinoH have, that we should have, anil can she has never before talked to a
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Boaltom, Ortiz, Colo.
to the sulphide ores. Some of them have if we will only stop our bung young man and then asks him many
old mjnes
hole waste and turn it into the right questions which are harder to anare
&
in
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
encountered
has
The asphaltite deposits of north- - channels or rather provide the chan- swer than any he
The restorative power of sound eastern Xevada are also described, nels, remove the awful waste drain his exams at the University of Colum-slee- p
can not be over estimated and The material ci0Sely resembles a de- pipe the saloon and our city will be bus.
any ailment that prevents it is a men--, nosit in Oklahoma which has been a million richer, happier, more beau-- 1
"A Stubborn Cindelella" proves once
ace to health. J. L. Southers, Eau lfully examined.
'more that the playwright may still
It looks much like tiful with each succeeding year.
Claire, Wis., says: "For a long time,coal) but is much ligbter in welgllt
If you doubt it consider our assets, 'find in college life the threads with
I have been unable to sleep soundly These deposits probably cover a wide The finest climate in the whole world. which to weave an interesting story,
nights, because of pains across my area, but have not yet been fully ex- - the bluest skies, the most invigorat- For Rates and full information address
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VIA

NEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4B a. ra.
Arriving l Paso 10,40 p. Eu,

RETURNING

Leaving Kl Paso 8.00 a. m.
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points in Somhern New Mexico and ArizoLa on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
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Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. ni.
Arrlve at Kansas Oity 5,50 p. m. next day
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E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
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spirit to our advancement, with a city
council, wnicn we nope is reaiiy iu
stand behind him in! every thing that
will Improve as well as in removing
every thing that will pauperize and
destroy our people, we may hope to
ree such an era of progress as the
more than three century old city has
never known.
L. A. H.
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ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
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City Freight & Passenger Agent.
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The Taylor Peak ores are countv Jn the Chiricahua mountains,
e u"llu;e
'n inicK zones in the
liminitic bog ores and replacement
limestone strata and is widely distrib- deposits.
Owing to the lack of timber in Co- - uted' 0ne :Iaim includes a ledge 75
lorado, satisfactory and accessible ce- - feet tIliek and 250 lfeet lng' contain- ment materials in that state slhould ins marl)le that Is free from defects,
Jbe particularly valuable for building Tne materlal Is well fitted for interior
An investigation made by dcorative work and for general ar- purposes.
the survey shows that they exist sev- - cnltectural uses.
eral points in northern Colorado. The The annual volume containing short
limestone to be used is in the forma- - vaia auu preliminary reports on eco- ; nomic geology to be published during
uie present jear is now in preparation,
wl1"?11168 f tlle last volume
(bulletin 380) may be obtained, free
"For months I had great trouble with my 5f chae. by writing to the director,
lomacn ana used all kinds of medicines. '
,Jculusit;ai ouivey, wasningion,
county.
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To The New Mexican
The citizens of Johnson and Chapelle
streets appreciate the new bridge
crossing the acequia on Grant avenue

Htreet bridge. They may all take off
their hats to Frank P. Newhall to
Thom they are Indebted for the ImL. A. H.
provement.
.
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pink pain Tablets. Then ask your
Doctor if there is a better one Pain
means
congestion blood pressure
sewhere. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets check head pains, womanly
nains. nain anywhere. Try one. and
see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling-capita- l
Burrows Co.

$35.20
$45.20

One way via
PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
b, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B. C.

$55.00
Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address.
H. H, I.UTZ, Aent
Santa Fe, N.M.

THURSDAY, APRIL. 21, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
Say;" I saM to Mm, "DaTe thiaH
to make a
"He does, does he?" Caleb growled.

In down at her, his rye dark with,
BLANKS
pain and passion.
"Dear," he said, "surely I've been
Printed and fo sale by New MexiHow?"
punished enough. Don't torture me. can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
"He's asked me to write a proposal
Don't say it's too late."
Mex.
in verse," I said, "and he's going to
She lifted her eyes to his. There
hand it to her before you get there if
Mining Blanks.
was compassion
WANTED Kxperienced,
in them nothing
he has to break his neck to do it:"
Additional and Amended Location
By LEIGH GORDON GILTNER
more.
Caleb glared at me. "You're not gostenographer, apply OccidentCertificate,
sheet
"Dear," he said pleadingly, "dearing to do it?" he cried.
sheet. al Life Insurance Company, Albuquer(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
Agreement of Publisher.
que, N. M.
est!" but she made no sign. Then
"I've written it," I said, pulling cut
Proof of Labor.
sheet.
He gazed at her with eager intent-ness- .
a poem, "I had to! He have bounded
suddenly he bent and caught her to
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet FOR SALE Lands
Outwardly she was litle changed. him with crushing force, pressing
me if I'd refused!" I handed it to
irrigated by the
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Time
and
carved
had
suffering
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
sharp fierce kisses on lips and brow and
him. I could see him getting madder
sheet.
Property,
lines
his
about
lips and eyes and cheek. She did not resist. She lay
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
and madder as he read. This was it:
Placer Mining Location,
sheet Michael,
touched his temples with gray; while
Real Estate.
LINKS TO AGATHA BUCK Ell.
passive in his embrace, utterly moveTitle Bond of Mining Property,
Thou liast duly mourned Lemuel, now the woman's opulent beauty seemed less and
His lips grew
unrespensive.
sheet
banish thy grief.
but to have flowered into fuller perCIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Exhis clasp loosened. She faced
Fly! Flv to my bosom, and find there re- fection. Her face was unfurrowed; chill;
sheet.
Mining Deed.
him calmly her cheek faintly flushed
lief!
perience unnecessary. Sel1 our brands
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Tie love thou hast missed so, let my her eyes as lustrous as when they had
but for the rest quite unmoved.
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
Coal Declaratory
last met his but something had gone
heart supply!
Statement,
"Its hopeless, dear," she said quietfor lull particulars at once. Globe
O, may not my
arise in thine out of them. Her voice, her smile,
sheet.
"a
faint
ly,
of
flutter
the
Co., Cleveland, O.
pureye?
pulses
Cigar
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Tho' another would win thee, who's false were kind, but somehow their very ly physical nothing more."
kindliness struck a chill to the joy
to tlie core.
AfHe laid his face down upon his Power of an Attorney,
FOR RENT In most delightful part
Choosr! Choose thy true David! I plead, at his heart.
fidavit and Corroborating
arms.
of city,
I implore!
house with
"lone," he said, "I came, as soon as
sheet.
"God!" he said miserably, "I couldn't Affidavit,
"If you'd asked me first," I said as
new
electric
cellar;
bath,
lights,
Notice of Rieht to Water,
sheet. telephone, acre of rich
he finished reading it, those lines I decently might to ask you to for- have lived through those awful years
garden,
me
me
over
and
these
help
if I'd dreamed of this!" She might
bridge
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of young
would have done for you just as well give
small
orchard,
fruits,
have pitied him, but that she no long- Notice,
sheet.
as him." Then I added: "I don't six wasted years."
city and acequia water, yards for 200
she
"Forgive you,"
interrupted, er allowed herself the luxury of emoAffidavit of Assessment.
know how Da$e will like them.
sheet hens, stable for horse and cow, room
He
"why Will, I've wanted always to own tions.
Stock Blanks.
hasn't seen them yet!"
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing VenCaleb forgot that he was mad. "He myself in the wrong and to ask you
"Strange, isn't it," she said musingMexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
to forgive me!"
ly, "that the things we most care for dor's Recorded Brand,
hasn't?" he cried, "then I'll give you
sheet.
He
a
made
movement
toward
in
her,
this world come to us after we have
ten dollars if you let me use it, and
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
but something or the lack of some ceased to care? Five years ago I 40c
I'll hire you if he turns you off!"
per book.
driven out of the blood with
surely
in
her
him.
restrained
eyes
would
have
thing
He had swallowed my bait, hook and
given my life for an hour
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liq"
was
"The
fault
wholly mine," she like this and now
all. "That settles it," I said, "the poVendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
uid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's bookwent
on
a
was
such
"It
quietly.
he
"Don't!"
cried
em's yours!"
sharply, "I can't
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, l i let on Rheumatism plainly and inter"I'll put it in my own handwriting," little thing but I often think life's bear it!"
sheet.
estingly tells just how this is done.
"I'm sorry, dear," she said gently.
Caleb said. "It'll be a freezing day greatest tragedies grow out of trifles.
Bill of Sale,
Tell some sufferer of this book, or
sheet.
A
me
from
word
would
have
sufficed
He
did not lift his head. There was a
when Dave Watt gets the best of
better still, write Dr. Shoop, Racine.
to
Drive
and
Authority
Gather,
but my foolish woman's pride would little silence in the room .
me!"
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- Wis., for the book and free test sam- not
me
If
let
I
less
had
been
speak.
she
went on after a little,
He reached in his pocket for the ten
"Will,"
corded Brand,
sheet.
pies. Send no money. Just join with
dollars, but I told him to keep it for uncertain but it was at a time when "there is something more. I I am to
Drive andiDr- Sno0P and give some sufferer a
Authority to Gather,
I was be married soon to a man I've known
me. I didn't want to take money from everything was still indefinite.
Sold by
not sure of you or even of myself. fcr years. I gave him my promise Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'- - Pleasant, surprise.
him.
Burrows Co.
Brand.
Yet
I
shept
think
must
have
soon
you
after
guessed
of
the
death
while
wife."
I
had gone a long ways
Now,
your
Certificate of Brand.
sheet.
"You knew?" he queried sharply.
towards what I was aiming at, I had that I cared; and I used to fancy
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
"You knew that I was free, yet you
gome tall sprinting yet to do. As soon you did love me, Will?"
'Love you! In the years I've spent did not wait, you gave me no
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
as Caleb disappared in his store I
sheet.
the chance "
Appeal Bond.
Jumped on Star, rode out of our back away from you I've soundded
"It would not have mattered. There
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
gate, and piked it to Summit. When I depths of despair. I don't quite under
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- sheet.
Appearance Bond.
got there I dropped into the widow's, stand what kept me from being a was no chance."
as if by accident. You see I had to let brute to her; some inherited instinct
"Then you love him this other
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
CATRON & CATRON
her know that Dave wasn't going to of decency perhaps my forbears were man?"
sheet.
(J. P.),
and Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
"If I did I should not marry him. I
Bond of Appearance,
propose to her, so that she wouldn't gentlemen, I'm told though I had only
(District
Office: Catron Block
to
blame.
was
She
an
acci
myself
have exhausted emotion, Will. I don't Court),
refuse Caleb on hisf account.
sheet.
Santa Fe,
New Mexice
Just as I hoped, she was ready for a dent of Fate. It might have been live any longer I only exist. My one
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
one
else.
was
I
for
mad
any
is
enough
prayer that I may never love again.
gossip, and it wasn't long before I was
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
CHARLES F. EASLEY
"
I have suffered enough. If I found I
in love anything.
telling her how
Criminal
sheet
Complaint,
(Late Surveyor General)
She drew a long, deep breath.
with Cecily Dave was, and hinting that
was beginning to care for Archie I
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com-Attorney-at-La"It would have spared me something should ask for my freedom at once."
his visits to her were just to pass the
sheet.
plaint,
Land and Mining business a spectime till Cecily came back. I finished if I could have made myself believe
He listened quietly a hurt, dumb
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumialty.
by telling her of the soft things Dave that, Will, but I couldn't. I kept tell wonder growing in his eyes
sheet.
mons,
Santa Fe,
ew Mexice
was writing to Cecily. I didn't have ing myself that you did not love me,
"As it is" she pursued evenly "I
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
much time to stay, for it was getting that you never had and that my fool like, admire and respect him thoroughExecution Forcible Entry and De
RENEHAN & DAVIES
near time for Caleb to come along, but ish vanity made me fancy it. When I ly. He's a fine fellow, our tastes are
sheet.
tainer,
B. Renehan
I was pretty sure when I left that beard of your marriage "
E. P. Daviet
congenial and we're the best of comsheet.
Replevin Writ,
"Don't speak of it, dear. I was des rades. I think he loves me in his
the widow was feeling the way I wantAttorneys-at-Lasheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
ed her to.
perate half mad, I think. I thought way infinitely better than I can ever
Practice in tht Snnrpmo and Tila.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
I loafed around now to see what you had been playing with me, that love him but he will not be the
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
loser
was going to happen. Presently J saw you had planned it all to show your by that. I can be far more charming sheet
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
sheet.
Warrant,
from my hiding-placCaleb coming power ah, what a fool, what a mis to him as matters stand than if I worSanta Fe
New Mexico
sheet.
liekety-spli- t
Commitment,
down the road. Far back erable, blind fool I was! And then to shipped him. A woman loses her
Attachment Affidavit,
of him was another carriage, and I drag that innocent girl into my misery power over a man the moment he
sheet,
G. W. PRICHARD
saw him looking back at it. I knew it
it was brutally unfair to her. But knows she loves him. Till then he's
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaI don't remember that I thought of her slave; thereafter her master. If
was Dave, egging him on.
Attachment Writ,-1-sheet.
Practice in all tho District Pnnrtn
her. Suffering makes men selfish and I loved Archie I should be unnatural
Caleb entered the widow's with
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, and giveg special attention to casea
flying and gave her the poem the I was wild with rage and pain. I and constrained, striving always to be
sheet.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
minute they met. (1 was peeping married her with some mad idea of not myself but whatever I fancied he'd
sheet
Execution,
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
through a blind 1 had raised when I proving that your vaunted powers had wish me to be; a word or look from
sheet.
Summons,
was inside.)
failed ah, lone, if I alone could have him could make me miserable; if he
sheet.
Subpoena,
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
I trembled while she was reading it, suffered for my folly! I tried not to glanced at another woman kI should
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
Attorneys-at-Lafor my book depended on what hap- act the cad, lone. Upon my honor I suffer; the fear of losing his love
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Practice
in the District Courts as
did
next.
best.
I
But
shucks! There wasn't
tried with all my would constantly torture me in short
my
pened
Search Warrant,
sheet
well as before the Supreme Court of
any need of worrying. She hadn't any strength to keep the truth from her, I should be thoroughly wretched.
School Blanks.
the territory.
more than read the last line when she but I think she guesed almost from Whereas I think I shall be
quite comLas Cruces. - - - New Mexico
was in his arms!
the first."
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
fortable and content. Actors say they
I ran to meet Dave then, though I'd
"Poor child," lone said softly, "Poor produce their emotional effects when
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
E. C. ABBOTT
have liked to have seen what became child!"
Contract for School Teacher, 12
their own emotions are controlled. So
of Caleb's triumphant look as the
Attorney-at-La"lone," he said wistfully, " have you I shall play my pretty wifely role all sheet.
Practice in the District and Suevening passed and Dave didn't ar- no pity for me? It is the erring al the better because my heart is not
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
rive.
ways who need pity not the inno- involved. And I shall be happy
Contract between Directors and Tea- preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
When I met Dave and told him cent."
attention given to all business.
sheet.
enough as happiness goes in this chers,
She turned her eyes upon him.
about it he roared. "If I don't win
xew Mexico
world."
Oaths of School Director,
sheet. Santa Fe,
"Will," she said slowly, "it would
Cecily now," he chuckled, slapping me
"And I?" He queried bitterly.
Certificate
of apportionment
of
on the back, "I ought to be made to once have been balm to my hurt to
C. W. G. WARD
"You also, Will. You'll marry some School Funds,
sheet.
know that. you needed pity but I'm one else in time and
take the widow off his hands!"
Territorial
District Attorney
probably be hapContract for Fuel,
sheet.
But he did win Cecily. I'm hurrying past all that now. I used to feel that pier than with me. I've often thought,
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Teachers'
sheet.
Monthly
Report,
my book along, so that I can give her I could have given you up to her al-- ' Will, that if I'd married you, I might
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico
District Clerks' Annual Report,
the first copy of it for a wedding most resignedly, if I had been sure have made you very uncomfortable. sheet.
that your heart was mine. But the A great devotion frequently has that
present.
EDWARD C. WADE
Land Office Blanks.
time came when I conquered that feel- effect upon its object, I've observed. I
Attorney-at-LaHomestead Entry,
sheet
INDEPENDENT OF THE WOMEN ing and tried to Ifope that you loved should have wearied you with my afin the Supreme and DisPractices
her. I think mine was not wholly a fection and worried you with exacAffidavit,
Courts of the Territory, in the
trict
selfish love, Will. All through those tions: we should both have suffered sheet.
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Bachelors
of
Have first awful
Philadelphia
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
days after I conquered my and probably ended by boring each
Learned How to Operate the
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
bitterness, I kept saying to myself other, Even if our love had proved full sheet.
Offices.
Sewing Machine.
over and over. 'He loves her; he is strong enough to survive the friction
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant, Las Cruces
New Mexico
happy- .That should be enough for of daily life, we should in the end, aftfull sheet.
"I have been wondering for some
me'. But it wasn't, Will. I'm very er months of discord and discomfort,
Desert
Land Entry, Declaration of
time who uses all those hand sewing human and after a little I
WILLIAM McKEAN
grew hungry with occasional rapturous intervals, Applicant,
full sheet.
machines that we sell nowadays," said for the
Attorney-at-Laof you, for your voice, only have arrived at the
sight
Deposition of Witness.
point where
the girl in the white shirtwaist. "YesMining
and Land Law.
smile
I
could
your
willingwhy Will,
I are beginning a good sheet.
terday I found out. It is the men. I ly have been a servant in your house Archie and
Taog
New Mexico
comfortable
camaraderie, which, aftfull sheet.
Yearly Proof.
had noticed for several weeks that
her servant only to be near you!" er all, is the safest matrimonial basis.
Final Proof.
sheet.
the masculine shoppers investing in
W. A. FLEMING JONES
"lone," he cried
passionately, Good-by- ,
dear Will. It hurts now, perContest Notice,
those handy little contrivances far ex- "lone"
sheet.
but she stayed him with a haps; but believe me, the pain will
Bonds and Investments
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
ceeded the feminine, but I set their
glance.
U.
S.
Commissioner for the Third
held
She
out
her
hand
and
he
pass."
sheet
preponderance down to
"What I lived through (hat first took it dumbly.
Judicial District of New Mexico.
obedience which impelled them to buy
Affidavit
of
Contest
Against
year and the years that followed you
she
Eastern and local bank references.
cried
"Will,"
at their wives' or sisters' behest.
impulsively,
sheet.
Entryman,
will not care to hear. It is not a
so
Las
Cruces
New Mexico
physically perfect that I
"you're
"But yesterday afternoon a
Notice
of
to
Intention
make final
But always the wonder it doesn't touch me. I reHercules came in and made pleasant story.
sheet.
proof,
fiercest flame will burn itself out in
inquiries about a machine. His man- time the pain spent itself. Peace member how I used to gloat upon the
Additional Entry,
R. W. WITTMAN
sheet
beauty of your face the type is pure
ner showed plainly that he was not came to me
320 Homestead Entry,
Draftsman
calm
the
of
the
Greek.
Odd
conisn't
I
can
women
it
that
so
folks,
hampered with many
sheet.
of records on file
a
At
furnished
chance
casCopies
the
first,
word,
sider it quite impersonally now, as I
I finally plucked up courage enough
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap- in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
to ask him for whom that machine ual mention of your name, brought it should a work of art?"
all back to me and made me wretched
full sheet.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
,He threw out his arms in a sudden, plicant,
was intended.
'
sheet
Relinquishment,
" 'For myself,' he said innocently. for days. But it is not so now. The desperate gesture.
sheet.
Township Plats,
'I've seen so many of the fellows up flame has burned itself to ashes."
"Forgive me, dear," she said gently,
HME TABLE ALL
The man's face was1 drawn and mis- "I know its bitter but it will
Township Plats, full sheet.
not
at the school fooling with them this
erable.
General Blanks.
LOCAL TRAINS
last."
term I'm a medical student, you
"I might have known, I might have
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
Moved by a sudden impulse
know that I thought I would see
she
Bond of Indemnity,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to consheet.
what kind of a stagger I could make feared this," he said dully, "I deserved drew the tall head down and kissed
nect with No. 10 from the south and
at my own mending. You have no nothing less."
his brow. He did not try to speak.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
She did not seem to hear.
idea what expert sewers some of the
but the look on his face stirred her
west, also No. 3 from the east, re-"Will," she went on, "I used to tell
calm. His eyes made a last
I
believe
become.
have
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
boys
they
turning
The
old
wav
fashioned
of dosine
could make a whole suit on one of God that if he would let me feel for a wistful, dumb appeal; then he touched a weak
Leave
Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conor
these little machines. I've seen them day for an hour that you loved me her hand with his lips and went away. Heart or stomach is stimulating the nect with No. 1
also takes
all
Kidneys
wrong. Dr.
make all kinds of repairs. They were I could bear anything that came after.
When the outer door had closed up Shoop first
2
No.
for
passpassengers
pointed out this error. This
pretty awkward in the beginning, but It seemed to me that if I might feel on him, lone drew a long breath.
m. Returning
6:30
at
p.
is
ing
Lamy
his
why
Dr.
prescription
Shoop's
they persevered until they got so they the touch of your lips on mine for one
"A moment more," she said, "and
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
could turn the crank with one hand.' long moment, I should ask nothing I might have yielded. But it is better Restorative is directed! entirely to l's connection
cause
the
of
only.
these
ailments
the
of
more
weak
Fate."
"The young man's breezy explanaas it is. I've suffered enough."
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to coninside or controlling nerves. It isn't
His eyes yearned upon her.
tion nearly floored me, but In the light
so difficult says Dr. Shoop, to
strength- nect with Nos. 7 and 9
of preceding, experiences I knew it
"And, now," he whispered tensely
en a weak Stomach, Heart or Kid- and Nos. 4 and 8
A Criticism.
Returnmust be so and I fancy that If seams "now?"
saw Nuritch looking at one neys, if one goes at it correctly. Each ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Knox
I
a
of
voices
them
had
could
"Now I think it would rather bore
good many
inside organ has its controlling or inof your paintings the other day.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
tell of their origin on a hand sewing me, "she answered quietly.
D'Auber Ah! I'm glad of that. He side nerve. When these nerves fail,
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
machine run by the bachelors of PhilHe caught his breath sharply. For intimated to me
that he might have then those organs must surely falter. a. m.
ix years he had lived for the moment
adelphia." Philadelphia Ledger.
for me to do
These vital truths are leading drugTrain arrives from the north at 4
when be and this woman should meet something
Knox Yes, while he was looking at gists everywhere to dispense and rec- p. m.
District after district In China la
and now . . . He rose and
It he told me he had Intended to let ommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
raising money toward the endowment again across to the window where
New Mexico Central.
his back fence, but he didn't Test It a few days, and see!
fund of Hongkong university. Canton strode
you
paint
Santa Fe at 8:45 a, m.
Train
leaves
Improvehe stood an instant struggling for con- think he would now. The Catholic
district has given $43,750.
ment will promptly and surely follow.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
trol. Then he came, and stood look- - Standard and Times.
Sold by
Co.
to.
ten-strik-

The Cracker Barrel
Poet Helps
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(Copyright,

1309,

by Daily Story Pub. Co.)

I'm great at poetry. Some of th
boys, in fun, call me The Cracker-Barre- l
Poet, because they once saw me
scribbling on top of one of our barrels; but the editors of the Blue Valley Beacon and the County Standard-m- en
that know call me the Poet Lau
reate of Blue Valley and the Bard ol
Bean County.
I've written enough poetry to fill a
book and I'm goings o have one brought
out. I had $100 saved towards it, and
then Dave Watt, who I'm clerking foi
'(provisions and general merchandise)
said that if I helped him to win Ce-

cily Moss from Caleb Cockey, he'd
give me the rest of what I needed 1
can get the book published by a New
York firm for $300.
Though, as I said, poetry's my specialty, I'm going to try prose now
to tell how I earned that extra money.
Billy Curtis, who drums for Aaron &
Sanders, the wholesale grocers, put
me in the notion to write the story. 1
didn't think at first that I could get
it published, because the way we treated Caleb wasn't exactly over and
above board, but Billy said folks
wouldn't care a rap for that if the
story proved a good one. So here

goes:

'

You see, Caleb had been getting
ahead of Dave all his life. I don't think
he ever had any other ambition. When
Dave opened this store, Caleb opened
a bigger one opposite. When Dave
wanted the postmastership, Caleb went
to work and got it before Dave knew
he was trying for it.
And to top it all, when he saw Dave
paying attention to Cecily, he started
in to take her away from him. (I had
a suspicion that he was just staying
away from the girls till he saw which
one Dave wanted).
To make matters worse for Dave,
Cecily and he fell out over Caleb, and
after that Caleb got all the smiles. 1
began to be afraid that Caleb would
propose to her before Dave could
make up, and you bet I was glad when
I heard she had gone out to some fort
to visit a sister who had married an
army officer, for even if her going
didn't help Dave it delayed Caleb's
The next thing I noticed
courting.
was Dave answering a letter from her,
so I knew it wasn't time to stop hopIt was about this time Dave
ing.
made me the offer; he always did
think a lot of my brains.
By good luck I happened to go to
Summit soon after he made it. As I
passed the Widow Blicker's store there
run by her since her husband's
death, two years ago I heard her
scolding that poor clerk of hers.
(You wouldn't think, to look at the
widow, that she had such a tongue.)
That very moment an idea popped into
my head. I saw a way to get rid ot
Caleb, and at the same time punish
him. My notion was to get Dave to
rush the widow so hard that Caleb
would think he was going to propose
to her and would pop the question
himself.
When I told Dave he was tickled to
death, and he acted on it that very
night. He fixed himself in his Sunday
best, stuck a big red peony in his button-hole,
hitched High Steppsr to the
new buggy, and drove out to Biue Valley as big as you please.
Just as I expected, Caleb watched
him from his window. And every night
after that, as Dave went through the
same performance, I saw Caleb watching, crazy to know what was up. At
last, just as I thought he would, he
tried to pump me.
"Shucks," he said. "Doesn't Dave
Watt think I ain't onto his game? It's
plain as daylight to me. he wants to
have it thought he's calling on some
other girl, so folks'll think it doesn't
matter to him If I get Cecily."
"I don't think so," I said, as friendly as I could. "Looks to me like he's
got an eye to business you know Widow Blicker owns the best store in
Summit.
(I didn't mention that her
husband had mortgaged it to Dave,
and that the mortgage hadn't been
paid off.)
"So that's what he's up to," Caleb
growled. He turned away as mad as
a wet hen.
Results came the very next day. He
drove to Summit and got a friend to
introduce him to Mrs. Blicker. He
must have made himself agreeable
enough to get an invitation to come
again, for Dave met him there that
night. To pull more wool over hi.
eyes, Dave sulked the whole time he
was there.
' Now that things were
started, I sent
a poem to the Beacon, urging both on.
I guess I can't give it all here but it
ended like this:
Summit's Queen awaits the brave!
Go it, Caleb! Go it, Dave!
Go it they did.
Each evening
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was a race between them to see who
would reach the widow first. Everybody in Blue Valley and Summit
talked about it.
I got Into Caleb's confidence now by
pretending I was down on Dave, and
then I began to stuff him with stories
of how Dave's love for the widow was
getting fiercer and fiercer, and how
he had made up his mind to beat Caleb
this time or burst. In two weeks
Caleb had forgotten all about Cecily
;in fact, he let a letter from her go unanswered and was ready to jump
down the widow's throat.
Then Dave decided it was time te
make him jump, for Cecily had written
ihim that she was coming home .
We put our heads together and thet
J hunted up Caleb.
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erwise terrorized the neighborhood.
CONVENTION OF RAILWAY
If the Mussato case is completed
CLERKS' BROTHERHOOD.
this morning, the case against John
Turner, a negro, who shot and severe- - Meetings That Settled Association's
(Continued From Page f wo.)
ly wounded another negro following a
Pojicies Were Behind
G. A. R. Encampment The annual
Closed Doors,
quarrel which took place at Second
street and Copper avenue, a fewi
encampment of the Department of
weefcs ago, will he taken up. James
xew Orleans, La., April 21. The
New Mexico, G. A. R., will be held this
who fired several shots at election of officers and the selection
8
9.
Johnson,
and
on
June
at
year Las Vegas
a rival for the affections of a woman of next year-- conventioil place are
Tularosa Ice Cream Parlor in
living near Fourth and Tijeras, will aniong the important matters sched-alsFlames Thompson's ice cream parlor!
be placed on trial, charged with uled for ihe decision of the lnjterna- burned down at 1:15. There was
firing a pistol with deadly intent.
much danger to the postofflce and the
tional Brotherhood of Railway Clerks
W. H. Harrison, charged with the here
fruit store.
today. Meetings that have been
6
Big Cattle Shipment A trainload
held involving a discussion and set. rtt"T,,
cases are Uement Qf
week, if the
of cattle comprising 35 cars was ship- assoicatioa.g policies
not prolonged.
from Turquois station, Otero coun- have all been executive.
,
District Attorney Klock said that he
Tuesday. The shipment was made
on Friday to take up the CASE WHERE WEALTH DID
cows
Lee
000
from
expected
the
ranch,
up of
case against Leon Jackson and Elmo
NOT BRING HAPPINESS.
and about 400 from the McXew ranch,
Jackson, negroes, charged with asThey were sent to Kansas to be put
saulting "and injuring Isidro Sandoval
Colorado Springs, April 21 Mrs.
on summer pasture and later to be
when the latter tried to prevent them Florence M. Aldrich filed suit for
fed for the market.
vorce in the district court here from
injuring a small boy.
New Building for Albuquerque
It
Tihe jury in the case of Jose Mora Sherwood Aldrich,
the millionaire
is reported on excellent authority that
and Julian Lucero, charged with cat- - mining man of this city and New
Joe Harnett, who recently bought the
tie sieaung. returned a verdict of York. Desertion is alleged. No ali- White Elephant property at Second
guilty and both were remanded to mony is asked and it is said Colonel
and Central streets in the heart of the
custody.
of
Aldrich has made a settlement
business district at Albuquerque, will
$500,000 upon his wife.
They have
shortly erect a modern three story
been living apart for nearly two
brick building to be used as a hotel. 2 a.m.
METHODIST BOARD OF
. I
V
,
Mr. Barnet and J. L. LaDriere, a local
years.
CHURCH
EXTENSION.;
Harvey Lutz, the Man Behind the
architect (have gone east to view plans.
to advices received
Fruit Not Damaged General E. F. Race According
was
it
Lutz,. the agent Every Bishop Except One Present at
Henry
Hobart has received word from P. J. today
the Convention Being Held at
who
Fe
deserves much
of the Santa
Johnson, the manager of the Round credit for the success of the Moun- Louisville, Ky.
HOW THEY STAND.
'
who beat his rival
land
seeker
tainair
twenty miles north of Santa Pe, say-21.
the
When
nd offlce .gafternoon Louisville, Ky., April
t
National League.
ing that no damage was done to fruit
that Mr board of church extension of the
secondg R
,
tern-Won Lost P.C?
by the late frosts. The lowest
its
wired Mr. Lutz to select a team Methodist church, South, resumed
1
.750
"8
perature recorded was
degrees of lhorses that would make the dust sessions today, all the bishops of the Philadelphia
,
1
.667
above zero and on that night smudge
Pittsburg
fly and Mr. Lutz called up Williams denomination were present with the
3
2
...
.600
pots were kept burning.
'
and Rising and induced them to put exception of Bishop Fitzgerald who is Chicago
' 2
2
Boston
...
...
.500
In Grip of Wind Storm Easter bonout a span of horses that would make absent because of ill health. Bishops
2
'2 .500
nets ihad no show this afternoon and the once
famed Maud S. look like a Chandler of Atlanta, and Key of Sher- !New York
Cincinnati .'.;):'... . ;. 2 ' 2 .500
those who owned them wisely kept burro
carrying wood. It is said that man, Texas, were the last to arrive. St. Louis
3
1
.250
out.
whole
from
The
venturing
Mr. Soles informed Mr. Lutz on his
noon today the members of the
.250
trouble was a wind storm which raged wav home that" thf ronrtpsv shown At
Brooklyn . . . ,
board were guests at a dinner of the
with more or less fury shortly after
;him may be worth $2,000 to him Louisville Convention and Publicity
American League.
Weather Observer Sloan stat2,1m'
(goles) and today Mr Lutz.s frJends League and tonight there will be a pub-led that the velocity of the wind was are
Won. Lost P.C;
him over the other
rt
teasi
reception at one of the churches Cleveland . .
40 miles an hour.
4
.800
Fortunately the that ,goles promised to remember him where
a number of bishops will speak.
water wagon rolled down great
3
.600
he got home by sending him a The session will conclude tomorrow Boston . . .
umes of dust on Palace avenue and,dollar to a for a few f
3
.500
Washington
smokes. with a
meeting of the college of Philadelphia
those who did reach the postofflce
2
.500
were able to read their mail although CRIMINAL TRIALS IN
bishops when Bishop Hendrick will Detroit
2
.500
tr- -i
fin a Hrlrpes roviowi'n(r the nrnrlr xt
x
...
.333
tney naa not provided tnemseives
ALBUQUERQUE COURT.jof
witlh goggles.
&nr.Qg
year
.333
for submis sion Chicago
which he has .prepared
.200
Democrats
Ketain
.
Albuquerque Jose Mora and Julian Lucero Charged
Lilt? gccinui VUULClUtO,
Mayorship Judge Ira A. Abbott late
With Cattle Stealing Several
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
made
afternoon
an
Assault Cases.
public
yesterday
National League.
opinion in the Albuquerque mayoralty!
SPECTACULAR ACCIDENT
Cincinnati
at Chicago.
contest, in which he sustained the de- N.
21.
The
ON SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
M., April
Albuquerque,
Boston at New York.
murrer of Attorney Summers Burk-- : criminal docket was called in the
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
representing Felix Lester, to trict court yesterday and enough cases Tourist and Pullman Sleepers Turned
the intervening petition of Mann and were set for hearing to keep the
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Turtle But Only One Person
representing Dr. John Elder trict attorney busy for the balance of
Was Injured.
American League.
which petition asked that the injunc-jthi- s
week and probably most of next
at St. Louis.
Chicago
tion against City Clerk McManus be week.
Washington, April 21. The SouthDetroit at Cleveland.
dissolved and that he be ordered to
a
ern
No.
from
29,
stranger, charged
Piepo Mussato,
railway through train
canvass the vote for mayor in the re- with
Washington at Boston.
attempting to assault with a New York, which left the city yesterNew York at Philadelphia.
cent city election and issue a certifideadly weapon, several women in the day for Atlanta, was ditched early
cate to the mayor-elecsouth part of tlhe city, appeared in today by a broken rail near Bessemer
Sold His Horses 'Cause He Adver- - court yesterday afternoon and work .City, North Carolina. One
It is an admitted fact that real esday coach,
,tisea Bruce Williams ot Williams & was begun securing a jury. Mussato, a tourist car and a Pullman sleeper tate, financial men and .merchants all
Kising, tne liverymen, stated today it is alleged, threatened Mrs. Irene turned completely over. Mrs. Konas, say that quickest and bst results are
that he had just received another Burke and several other women, fired a passenger who was slightly bruised obtained by advertising in the New
s
proof of how it pays to advertise, in several shots from a pistol and
the only casualty
Mexican.
your daily paper. Mr. Williams had
a lot of horses for sale and he did
.lot know whether or not he would
be able to dispose of tlhem quickly.
Everyone knows that it is expensive
to feed many horses. Mr. Williams
decided to advertise the horses in
the New Mexican. And today he smilingly acknowledged that the ad had
done the work. "Sold every one of
'em," he said, "and if I have anytMng
else to sell I am going to let the New
Mexican help me."
Five Year Old Boy Lost in Moun- tains A boy, aged about 5 years, got
ost from his brothers, who were herd-peng some cattle near Tortugas moun-ttain, Dona Anna oocaty, and, after
over the mesa several
wandering
finally
hours,
brought up some time
uefore 11 o'clock at Ed Williams'
ranch jn the northeast part of Las
Cruces, where Williams and his family
found the little fellow cuddled up in
be(j, on their return at 11 o'clock. The
boy-parents and their friends to the
numDer of 40 or 50 were beating the
brush in tne meantime for the lost
nl1
tracke(1 him to Williams' resi- dence, which place they reached about
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Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
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BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR
IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
clothes on you. We have the styles here that you want; they're
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HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly
and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
all-wo-

ol;

for your money.
We advise you to be sure of
in your
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
all-wo-

ol

New Fabrics, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats & Suits

This new season is a lively one in the variety of
weaves and patterns we can of fer you. Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally interesting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smart new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d
heacUfitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can't find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
Pine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we cm supply any man with the
things he wears, as tine 'as you
want.

This store is the home of Hart
Schaflxer

&
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Marx clothes.

Copyright 1909 by Hart 5cbmier &
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